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Sunon’s W cabinet made technological innovations 
about traditional cabinets, gave up gaudy decorations 
and set eyes on its functionality. Orderly scattered back 
cabinets, file cabinets, short cabinets, and tea cabinets 
create a powerful, accessible and human-centered 
working ecosystem.  

Good file cabinets should be capable of storage, document management and making the 
space beautiful.
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High cabinet of walnut color paired with 
grey glass door, sedate yet elegant; semi-
open storage design makes it easy for you 
to see at one glimpse what's on the shelf; 
z-shaped banding double strengthens the 
cabinet, creating stereo visual effect. The 
masterly technique and unworldly quality 
of back cabinet highlight its user's taste in 
work and life.

President's Space: Elegant 
and Exquisite

E99-2
W4364*D400*H2005(mm)
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Metal Edge, Simple Design 

Fashion and Well-organized Division 

Let Quality Tells

With aluminum alloy and grey glass elements, 
presence of the frame is weakened, and the 
high cabinet becomes more simple yet visually 
agile. 1.5mm ultra-thin aluminum alloy frame 
enhances the intensity and bending resistance 
of the door panel, effectively preventing the 
deformation of door panel.

Back cabinet in executive space emphasizes 
not only its function, but also its decorative 
purpose. W cabinet adopts well-organized 
divisional method, dividing the storage space 
into various small space, in which items 
of different sizes can be placed orderly. 
Also, the well-structured appearance and 
harmoniously proportionate body make it an 
eye-catcher in your office.

Being a place where you stay the longest 
besides your home, workplace needs to be 
healthy, comfortable and enjoyable, which will 
in turn affects your work efficiency. Adopting 
environment-friendly paint and hardware from 
renowned international brands, Sunon never 
cease its pursuit for quality and excellence. 

E97-2
W3186*D400*H2005(mm)

E98R-2
W3579*D400*H2005(mm)

E96-2
W2794*D400*H2005(mm)
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Diverse Collocation and Flexible 
Arrangement 

Cooperation requires a tacit understanding 
as well as a safe distance. With W cabinet, a 
variety of configurations can be collocated 
flexibly and presented independently. No 
matter of what style and size of your office 
is, the Universal Cabinet can easily brighten 
the workspace and ensure file security.

E90-2
W807*D400*H2005(mm)

E90-2.A
W807*D400*H2005(mm)

E91L-2
W1199*D400*H2005(mm)
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One-piece Back Cabinet, 
Steady and Graceful

Equipped with 5mm moisture-proof base, 
weight capacity approved by mechanical 
performance test and German Homag edge 
banding technology, the one-piece back cabinet 
assures you outstanding durability.

E91L-2
W1199*D400*H2005(mm)

E93-2
W1592*D400*H2005(mm)

E95-2
W2377*D400*H2005(mm)
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The handleless door design creates minimalist aesthetics 
with 45 degree bevel cutting process; the lower cabinet 
is equipped with a patented lock that can be inlaid on the 
door panel without screw, providing double protection for 
your valuables.

Invisible Handle Design

E94R-2
W1984*D400*H2005(mm)

Handle-less DesignGlass Door with an Aluminum
Alloy Frame

E94L-2
W1984*D400*H2005(mm)
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Multiple materials to choose from, multiple colors to mix and 
match, all for meeting requirements of different spaces.

W-24B Walnut

W-18B  Walnut

W-11B  Red oak

W-12B  Wenge
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The man-height semi-open back cabinet allows you easy 
access to documents with no need to step on a stool or 
tip your toes. The golden ratio division design is adopted 
for various sizes of books, craftwork and digital devices. 
The handle-less wardrobe has a mirror and hangers 
inside for your coats and scarves. The removable storage 
box with buckle is easy to use and its leather shell is 
moisture-proof, dust-proof and skin-friendly. The cabinet 
door has a coded lock which integrates USB and sound-
and-light alarm, providing intelligent protection for your 
confidential documents.

① ②

Personal Galleries Design Idea

E908-2
W2398*D400*H1655(mm)

① Multi-functional cabinet.
② Leather storage box.
③ Mobility shelves for clothes hanging or 
   document storage.

③
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Colorful Back Cabinets Light the Space

The colorful one-piece frame brightened with the collision of 
popular Morandi-style colors and burlywood adds a trendy 
accent to the space, and makes it a preference for newly-
merged companies in Internet, finance and advertising 
industries. The Z-shaped edge band brings a sense of 
depth visually to the cabinet and creates a pleasant working 
environment.

E907-2
W1999*D400*H1655(mm)
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Modern working modes require us 
to cooperate in a more flexible way, 
and this partition cabinet seems to 
be the perfect solution. You could 
work independently, or as a group. 
These cabinets could be arranged in 
2 rows, 3 rows, or any other ways as 
you like. What a nice place for office 
working, for meeting and for staff 
training.

Partition Cabinet: Flexible 
Combination for Efficient Cooperation

E906-2
W1182*D400*H1201(mm)

E905-2
W1967*D400*H1201(mm)
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Unexpected Combination of Glass and Wood 

You will get new furniture for your home 
on a regular basis, how come your office 
always stays the same? This cabinet could 
be used for storage and as a partition. 
With the concise lines and the visual 
shock coming from the combination of 
wood plate and stoving varnished glass, it 
is for sure a highlight in the office.

E905-2
W1967*D400*H1201(mm)
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File Cabinet: Large Storage Capacity, 
Applicable Globally

For office working, for meeting, for anything. 
With large storage capacity and 370mm interval of 
international standard between shelf boards, it could 
meet the needs of customers in overseas markets. 
Equipped with mute hydraulic hinge, doors in the 
cabinet could close/open with simply a slight push/
pull, creating a peace and quiet office environment.

E903-2
W1604*D400*H845(mm)
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Tea Cabinet: Stereoscopic Fence, Rounded Corner

Tea cabinet is a must in reception and for high tea.
Finished with matte formaldehyde-absorbent paint, it has clear 
wood grains and a mellow touch. The symmetrical division 
of four parts perfectly holds your sundries. The design of the 
stereoscopic fence is an extension of the space, and will protect 
objects on the surface from falling down. The 45°-rounded 
edges and corners will prevent you from getting hurt.

E902-3
W1621*D400*H805(mm)
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Natural wooden colors such as wenge, walnut, oak, and maple dominate the design with 
supplements of black, white, and grey colors, making this work an inheritor of traditional art without 
losing the sense of modernity.
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E901-2

W1017*D400*H805(mm)

E905-2

W1967*D400*H1201(mm)

E90-2

W807*D400*H2005(mm)

E93-2

W1592*D400*H2005(mm)

E97-2

W3186*D400*H2005(mm)

E906-2

W1182*D400*H1201(mm)

E90-2.A

W807*D400*H2005(mm)

E94L-2

W1984*D400*H2005(mm)

E98L-2

W3579*D400*H2005(mm)

E907-2

W1999*D400*H1655(mm)

E91L-2

W1199*D400*H2005(mm)

E94R-2

W1984*D400*H2005(mm)

E98R-2

W3579*D400*H2005(mm)

E908-2

W2398*D400*H1655(mm)

E91R-2

W1199*D400*H2005(mm)

E95-2

W2377*D400*H2005(mm)

E99-2

W4364*D400*H2005(mm)

E92-2

W1592*D400*H2005(mm)

E96-2

W2794*D400*H2005(mm)

E902-3

W1621*D400*H805(mm)

E903-2

W1604*D400*H845(mm)

E904-2

W2003*D400*H845(mm)

EFJ.102

W370*D330*H270(mm)

EFJ.103

W600*D400*H4(mm)

W-18B

W-18B

W-18B

W-11B

W-11B

W-11B

W-24B

W-23B

W-23B

W-24B

W-24B

W-8A

W-8A

E-11

E-11

E-11

E-11

E-01

E-01

E-01

E-05

E-05

E-05

E-12

E-12

E-14

E-14

E-13

E-13

W-12B

W-12B

W-12B

（E907-2/E908-2  Exclusive to E907-2/E908-2）

（Specific to other products）

（Exclusive to products 2005mm high）Product Material

Product Material

Product Material

Main Color

Main Color

Main Color

Main Color

Main Color

Main Color

Main Color

Auxiliary Color

Auxiliary Color Auxiliary Color

Auxiliary Color

Auxiliary Color

Auxiliary Color

Auxiliary Color

Specification

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


